Whitehead & Associates, Inc. and MiaSolé Enter Sales Representative Agreement
Santa Clara, CA November 9, 2015 – Whitehead & Associates, Inc., a leading power and energy solutions and
services company that provides a wide range of custom electrical applications, and MiaSolé have entered into a
Sales Representative Agreement. Whitehead & Associates will sell MiaSolé FLEX modules in Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, Tennessee, South Carolina, and North Carolina.
Whitehead & Associates services virtually every branch of the electrical industry, including the electric utility,
commercial and industrial, large power users, and all lighting markets. Established in 1968, Whitehead &
Associates has more than 45 years of rock-solid results and reputation to bolster their portfolio of offerings.
Whitehead & Associates will sell MiaSolé FLEX modules, the most efficient thin-film lightweight flexible modules
on the market today—with an efficiency rating of +16%—generating the most power possible. The FLEX-02 Series
module is available in two formats. The FLEX-02W module is 39.3 inches x 102.3 inches and is rated at 360-watts,
and designed for low-slope commercial single-ply roof systems. The FLEX-02N module is 14.6 inches x 102.3 inches
and is rated at 120-watts, and designed specifically for standing-seam metal roofs. Both FLEX-02 Series modules
bond to the roof surface with a simple peel-and-stick adhesive. This adhesive approach eliminates the need for
racking and reduces labor and logistics cost to provide a 20% lower BOS cost than traditional glass solar systems.
The FLEX-02 Series module is IEC 61646 & IEC 61730 and UL 1703 certified.
“This is an exciting engagement for Whitehead & Associates to represent MiaSolé FLEX modules,” said Scott
Whitehead, president at Whitehead & Associates. “This high performance solar roofing in such a lightweight form
can serve a variety of markets including commercial, industrial, auto, and off grid. Whitehead & Associates will
continue to bring innovative products and value to our customers so they can maximize energy efficiency in a costeffective manner.”
The FLEX-02 module provides Whitehead & Associates’ customers significant benefits. The low weight of the
module (<0.7 lb/sq ft) allows installation on roofs that cannot support the weight of traditional glass solar panels.
Because the FLEX-02 panels are adhered directly to the roof surface, there are no penetrations, eliminating the
worry of leakage and damage to valuable contents within the building. The FLEX-02 also is aesthetically pleasing,
blending into both metal and TPO roofs and preserving the original look of the roof. The low-profile FLEX-02
module provides superior wind resistance and a seismic advantage over traditional rack-and-panel systems where
their higher profile increases the likelihood of damage in a hurricane or earthquake.
About Whitehead & Associates, Inc.
For more than 45 years, Whitehead & Associates has helped utilities, manufacturers, and end users improve
energy efficiency, increase power reliability, and reduce operating costs. The Company’s clients, spread across the
nation, have saved hundreds of millions of kWh and dollars from Whitehead & Associates expertise and
experience.
Whitehead & Associates, which is headquartered in Atlanta, GA, provides power and energy services with tailored
solutions for its customers based on vast industry knowledge, expertise, and experience. For more information on
Whitehead & Associates, go to www.WhiteheadAssoc.com.

About MiaSolé
MiaSolé is a producer of thin-film Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) solar cells and panels. Founded in 2004,
MiaSolé has evolved from a Silicon Valley start-up to the world leader in thin film solar panel efficiency. In its
Sunnyvale, CA facility, we have demonstrated 16% module efficiency in production and 18% cell efficiency in the
lab. In December 2012, MiaSolé became a member of the Hanergy family. MiaSolé joined Hanergy Thin Film Power
Group as MiaSolé Hi-Tech. Hanergy provides unparalleled financial, technical, and sales expertise. Since
acquisition, MiaSolé has continued to increase cell performance as well as develop new applications for our
technology. Additional information about MiaSolé can be found by visiting www.miasole.com on Facebook
at http://www.facebook.com/MiaSoleHiTechCorp.
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